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Abstract. Controlled languages (CLs) are ambiguity-free subsets of natural lan-
guages such as English offering a good trade-off between theformal rigor of
ontology and query languages and the intuitive appeal of natural language. They
compositionally map (modulo acompositional translationτ (·)) into (or express)
formal query languages and ontology languages. Modulo compositionality, they
inherit the computational properties of such ontology/query languages. In the set-
ting of OBDAS, we are interested in capturingquery answeringand measuring
computational complexity w.r.t. the data queried (a.k.a.data complexity). In this
paper we focus in defining a CL capable of expressing a subset SQL aggregate
queries, and study its data complexity w.r.t. several ontology languages and ex-
tensions of the query language.

1 Introduction

Ontology-based data access systems (OBDASs) have been proposed by the semantic
web community as a way of integrating and querying information coming from hetero-
geneous sources [16]. Such systems have two main components, (i) an ontology and(ii)
a collection of (possibly multiple) databases of which the ontology, typically an OWL
ontology (or an ER, UML, etc., conceptual model), provides aunified, common view
or interface. OWL ontologies are formally underpinned by description logics (DLs),
which are expressive enough to capture conceptual models [3]. Formal queries, in gen-
eral fragments of SQL (or SPARQL) queries, such as (unions) of conjunctive queries,
are formulated w.r.t. the ontology and later rewritten and evaluated (under OWA) over
the datasources [6].

Controlled English interfaces to such systems (targeting non-expert users) have been
proposed [5, 9] as a trade-off between the English utterances covered by the system and
its performance (measured in terms of, e.g., precision, recall and accuracy), follow-
ing the desiderata laid by [2] for natural language interfaces to databases. Controlled
languages (CLs) are ambiguity-free fragments of a natural language. This allows their
being symbolically (and, moreover, compositionally) translated, without any loss of in-
formation, into OWL assertions and/or queries to be sent to the back-end OBDAS [5].
The ACE (Attempto Controlled English) CL, and its fragment ACE-OWL (that maps
into OWL), is perhaps the best known in the literature [9]. However, the kind of con-
straints and queries support by OBDASs affect their scalability. Answering e.g. select-
project-join SQL queries over OWL ontologies is (at least) worst-case exponential on
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the data (coNP-hard) [3]. These considerations generalize to the CLs supported by OB-
DAS, in the sense that, modulo compositional translations,they inherit (i.e.,express)
the computational properties of the ontology and query languages.

This raises the issue of how to extend the expressivity/coverage of the CLs with-
out blowing up the performance of the OBDAS. In this paper we propose to consider
the class of SQLaggregate queries, viz., select-project-join queries withGROUP BY
andHAVING clauses and aggregation functions such asCOUNT, SUM, MIN, AVG, etc.,
in combination with several ontology languages and declarative fragments of English.
CLs that translate into aggregate queries have been mostly proposed for plain database
settings [11]. The main contributions of this paper are the following:

1. We define an interrogative CL, ATQ-English, that compositionally translates into
aggregate tree-shaped queries (ATQs). We also look at how toexpress several on-
tology languages (that overlap in expressive power with OWL).

2. We consider bare ATQs and extensions (closed under boolean operations and/or
equipped with comparisons) together with those ontology languages and study their
data complexity. Aggregates do not increase significatively data complexity but
syntactic constructs that go beyond selections, joins and projections, do.

2 Tree Shaped Aggregate Queries over Ontologies

Relational Databases.We assume as given a countably infinitedomain∆ := ∆O ∪
∆V partitioned into a domain∆O of object constants and a domain∆V of values (con-
taining numbers; in what followsQ and its subsets). We calltupleany finite sequencēc
of domain elements. Adatabase schemaR is a finite set of relation names. Arelation
nameR is a predicate symbol of arityn (a nonnegative integer). Adatabase instance
(DB) D of R is a pair(∆, ·D) where∆ is the domain and·D is aninterpretation func-
tion overR, that is, a function mapping each relation symbolR of arity n in R to a
subsetRD of ∆n, i.e., to arelation instance. Observe that databases are basically FO
interpretation structures ofR [1]. Thesize|D| of D is defined as the number of tuples
in its relation instances. The set of such tuples is denotedadom(D).

Conditions. A term t is either a variable (likex, y, ...) or a constant (likec, d, ...).
An atom is an expression of the formR(t̄), whereR is a relation name of arityn
and t̄ is a sequence ofn terms. An atom isgroundwhen all its terms are constants. A
conditionΦ is a (possibly empty) conjunction of FO atoms closed under negation and
existential quantification. We define∀x̄Φ := ¬∃x̄¬Φ, Φ1 ∨ Φ2 := ¬(¬Φ1 ∧ ¬Φ2) and
Φ1 ⇒ Φ2 := ¬Φ1∨Φ2. We denote byVar(Φ) the set of variables occurring in condition
Φ, and byFV(Φ) its free variables. A condition is called asentence(or also,boolean)
if it contains no free variables. A conditionΦ(x) is said to betree shapedif (i) it is an
atomA(x), (ii) it is a condition∃yR(x, y), (iii) it is a condition∃y(R(x, y) ∧ Φ(y)),
whereΦ(y) is tree shaped, or(iv) it is a conditionΦ1(x) ∧ Φ2(x) whereΦ1(x) and
Φ2(x) are tree shaped. The free variablex of Φ(x) is called theroot of Φ.
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Ontologies and OBDASs. An ontologyO is formally defined as a set of sentences.
Ontologies typically expressconstraints(termed alsoaxiomsor assertions) on the data,
viz., they provide the conceptual model of a domain of interest, describing the classes of
objects such a domain of interest comprises, their attributes or properties, and their rela-
tions. Anontology languageL is a class of constraints, obtained by suitably restricting
their syntax. i.e., a fragment of FO with a distinct expressive power [16]. Ontologies
provide a single, unified, global view on datasources for accessing data in ontology-
based systems. Anontology-based data access system(OBDAS) is a pair(O, D) where
D is a DB andO is an ontology.

Aggregate Queries.We consider now the following standard SQLaggregation func-
tions, viz., max, min, count, countd, sum andavg. In what followsα will denote an
arbitrary aggregation function. Given this, we call anaggregation termany expression
of the formα(y), wherey is called anaggregation variable. An aggregate tree-shaped
query(ATQ) overR is a query of the form

q(x, α(y))← Φ (1)

whereq is theheadrelationx is agrouping variable, α(y) is an aggregation term and
Φ := Φ1 ∧ R(x, y) ∧ Φ2 with Φ1 a condition rooted iny, Φ2 a condition rooted inx,
R(x, y) an atom,{x, y} = FV(Φ) andy 6= x.

The core q̆ of an ATQ q(x, α(y)) ← Φ is defined as̆q(x, y) ← Φ. Queries with
conjunctive bodies but no aggregation terms in their heads are known in the literature
asconjunctive queries(CQs). If the sequence of head variables is empty, a CQ is said
to beboolean[1]. In general, different constraints on the syntax of headrelations and
conditions give way to different classes of queries. Aquery languageL is any such
class.

Certain Answers and QA. Aggregation functions in SQL are defined over bags{|·|},
calledgroups, which are collections of possibly repeated symbolic and numerical values
(from∆), and return a rational number. OBDASs and ontologies, on the other hand, deal
with incomplete information, i.e., their DBsD are a partial description of the domain
of interest that the ontology ”completes” by intuitively characterizing the space of all
the DBsD′ compatible withD [7]. Naively asking an aggregate queryq over eachD′

may thus yield no meaningful answer: it might return a different group and a different
quantity over eachD′ [7]. To overcome this we(i) ask for the tuples satisfying the
condition of the query overall theD′s, (ii) group those tuples and(iii) return the value
of the aggregation function over that group [7]. Finally, the associated query answering
problem allows us to study computational properties (i.e.,data complexity).

An assignmentγ over a conditionΦ is a function that mapsVar(Φ) to∆ and each
constant inΦ to itself. Assignments are extended to complex syntactic objects like
atoms and conditions in the usual way. An assignmentγ is said tosatisfya condi-
tion Φ overD, denotedD, γ |= Φ, wheneverΦ evaluates to true inD underγ, i.e., the
standard notion of satisfaction in FO [1]. We denote bySatD(Φ) the set of satisfying
assignments ofΦ overD. A DB D′ is said to extend a DBD, if, for eachn-ary relation
symbolR,RD ⊆ RD

′

.
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Let (O, D) be an OBDAS. Consider an ATQq of the formq(x, α(y)) ← Φ with
grouping variablesx, aggregation variablesy and conditionΦ. Let c be a tuple. Acer-
tain assignmentis a mappingδ : FV(Φ)→ adom(D) where, for eachD′ that is a model
of O and extendsD, there exists an assignmentγ ∈ SatD′(Φ) s.t., for allx ∈ FV(Φ),
δ(x) = γ(x). We denote bySatOD(Φ) this set. Thecertain groupof tuplec is the bag

Hc := {|δ(y) | c = δ(x), δ ∈ SatOD(Φ)|} (2)

and the set ofcertain answersof q over(O, D) is the set

cert(q,O, D) := {(δ(x), α(Hδ(x))) | δ ∈ SatOD(Φ)}. (3)

Thequery answering(QA) decision problem for ATQs over OBDASs is the deci-
sion problem stated as follows:Input: a tuple(c, n), an ATQ q an OBDAS(O, D).
Question: does(c, n) ∈ cert(q,O, D)? We are interested in the complexity of QA
measured consideringD as its sole input, that is, in the so-calleddata complexityof
QA [18].

Example 1.Consider the database schemaRs:={takesCourse,comesFrom, takesPlace,
Country,Student,University}, wheres in Rs stands for ”student”. A database ofRs is
the databaseDs

takesCourse
SName Course
Luca TOC
Luca ADS
James German

Student
SName
Luca
James

University
PName
Unibz

Course
CName CCred
TOC 4
ADS 4

German 0

Country
CoName

Italy
UK

takesPlace
CNamePName
TOC Unibz

German LC

comesFrom
SNameCoName
Luca Italy
James UK

where ”TOC” stands for computational complexity and computability theory, ”ADS”
for algorithms and data structures, ”LC” for Language Centre and ”Unibz” for Bolzano
University. (for convenience we use attribute names to denote relation positions). The
following setOs of constraints

∀x(∃ytakesCourse(x, y)⇒Student(x)) ∀x(∃ytakesCourse(y, x)⇒Course(x))
∀x(∃ycomesFrom(x, y)⇒Student(x)) ∀x(∃ycomesFrom(y, x)⇒Country(x))
∀x(∃ytakesPlace(x, y)⇒Course(x)) ∀x(∃ytakesPlace(y, x)⇒Place(x))
∀x(∃yhasCredits(x, y)⇒Student(x)) ∀x(University(x)⇒Place(x))

provide a conceptual model of the domain of students. Hence,the pair(Os, Ds) consti-
tutes an OBDAS. Consider now thecount ATQ q0 overRs

q0(x, count(y))← ∃z(Student(y) ∧ takesCourse(y, z) ∧
comesFrom(y, x) ∧ Country(x))

(q0)

which we would had written in SQL as

SELECT s2.CName, COUNT(s2.SName)
FROM Student s1, comesFrom s2
WHERE EXISTS (SELECT *

FROM takesCourse s3
WHERE s1.SName = s2.SName AND s2.SName = s3.SName)

GROUP BY s1.CName

The queryq0 asks for the number of courses taken by students of each country.
Asking q0 to (Os, Ds) givescert(q0,Os, Ds) = {(Italy, 1), (UK, 1)}. ❚
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3 Expressing Query Answering (QA)

Translating English declarations and questions into ontology constraints and queries
symbolically and compositionally can be modelled by English formal semanticscom-
positional translationsτ(·), in the spirit of Montague and Clifford [12, 8], which use in-
termediate expressions calledmeaning representationsfrom higher order logic (HOL),
i.e., FO enriched with theλ-application,λ-asbtraction,β-reduction and the types of the
simply-typedλ-calculus. The functionτ(·) is recursively defined on English compo-
nents by enriching (formal) grammars with semantic actions[10]: it exploits the syntax
of the CL utterance byλ-applying the siblings of every syntactic constituent and by
λ-abstracting the free variables introduced (in the MR) by subordinated clauses [10].
For every languageL, we defineτ(L) := {τ(w) | w ∈ L}.

Given a formal languageL′, to expressL′ in CL we define a declarative CLL and
a compositional translationτ(·) s.t. τ(L) = L′. Given an ontology languageL and a
query languageQ, to express QA in CLwe expressL andQ.

Expressing Ontologies.CLs are tightly linked to ontologies. Traditionally, they were
used for tasks such as ontology authoring. More recently, they have been used for
declaring and querying information. The OWL web ontology language1 is the W3C
standard for web-based ontologies and ontology-based systems, and is formally under-
pinned by description logics (DLs), which are decidable fragments of FO specifically
tailored for representing and reasoning about knowledge [3]. In particular, OWL 2 cor-
responds to the DLSROIQ (with data types). The CL ACE-OWL [9] expresses OWL
in controlled English. OWL however does not scale to data in ontology based systems:
inference and query answering arecoNP-hard in data complexity.

It is of interest, then, to consider CLs for which the data complexity of QA is
tractable. One such CL is Lite-English (see [4] for its definition), for which QA is as
hard as for DBs (inLogSpace). Lite-English expresses the DLDL-Lite [4]. A meaning-
ful fragment of OWL closed under boolean operations in the DLALCI, expressed by
the CL DL-English [17]. It is also of interest to consider fragments of everyday English
whose expressiveness overlaps with OWL. The Fragments of English (FOE) [14] are
obtained incrementally by considering all the (grammatical) utterances one can build
using only copula, common nouns and theDets ”some”, ”every” and ”no”, i.e., the
syllogistic fragment, and then exteding coverage to further English constructs. See Fig-
ure 1.

Expressing ATQs. We express ATQs with the CL ATQ-English. Sets are seen, in
formal semantics, as characteristic functions of typee→ t. Similarly, bags can be seen
as functions of typee → N. To express SQL aggregation functions we useaggregate
determinersof type(e→ N)→ Q). They are applied toN constituents which are made
to denote bags:

τ(the greatest number of) := λPQ→N.max(P ):(e→ N)→ Q,

τ(the smallest number of) := λPQ→N.min(P ):(e→ N)→ Q,

τ(the total number of) := λPQ→N.sum(P ):(e→ N)→ Q,

1 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref
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COP Copula, common and proper nouns, negation, universal and
existential quantifiers

COP+TV COP plus transitive verbs
COP+TV+DTV COP+TV plus ditransitive verbs
COP+Rel COP plus relative pronouns
Lite-English Copula, left (positive and negative) universal quantification,

left relative pronouns, adjectives, common nouns, indeterminate
pronoun ”something” and intransitive and transitive verbs

DL-English Copula, left (positive and negative) universal quantification,
relative pronouns, adjectives, common nouns (of which ”thing”),
existential quantifiers, intransitive and transitive verbs,
negation and conjunction

COP Φl(x)→A(x) ∀x(Φl(x)⇒±Φr(x)) No student failed.
Φr(x)→Φl(x) ∃x(Φl(x) ∧ Φr(x)) Some student failed.

COP+ Φl(x)→A(x) ∀x(Φl(x)⇒±Φr(x)) No student failed.
TV Φr(x)→Φl(x) | ∀y(A(x) ⇒ ±ψ(x, y)) ∃x(Φl(x) ∧ Φr(x)) Some student studies

| ∃y(A(x) ∧ ψ(x, y)) every course.
COP+ Φl(x)→A(x) ∀x(Φl(x)⇒±Φr(x)) Every student
TV+ Φtv(x)→Φl(x) | ∀y(A(x) ⇒ ±ψ(x, y)) gives no credit
DTV | ∃y(A(x) ∧ ψ(x, y)) to some student.

Φdtv(x, y)→∀z(A(x) ⇒ ±χ(x, y, z)) ∃x(Φl(x) ∧ Φr(x)) Some student
| ∃z(A(x) ∧ χ(x, y, z)) borrows some book

Φr(x)→Φtv(x) | ∀y(A(x) ⇒ ±Φdtv(x, y)) from some library.
| ∃y(A(x) ∧ Φdtv(x, y))

COP+ Φl(x)→A(x) | ±Φl(x) ∧ ±Φl(x) ∀x(±Φl(x)⇒±Φr(x)) Some student who is not
REL Φr(x)→Φl(x) ∃x(±Φl(x) ∧ ±Φr(x)) diligent is smart.

DL-Lite Φl(x)→A(x) | ∃yψ(x, y) ∀x(Φl(x)⇒±Φr(x)) Everybody who studies
Φr(x)→Φl(x) something is a student.

ALCI Φl(x)→A(x) | ∃yψ(x, y) ∀x(±Φl(x)⇒±Φr(x)) Every student that
| ±Φl(x) ∧ ±Φl(x) is not diligent
| ∃yψ(x, y) ∧ ±Φl(y) is not a good student.

Φr(x)→Φl(x)

Qwh

I i

Which

Sgi

NPgi

ǫ

VPi

TVi,j

is

NPj

Det

the number of

Nj

Nj

students

RelCj

Relj

who

Sgj

NPgj

ǫ

VP

TVj,k

study

NPk

something

PP

per country?

Fig. 1. Top: Coverage of the declarative CLs discussed in this paper and the ontol-
ogy languages they express. Note thatψ(x, y) (resp.χ(x, y, z)) stands for some binary
(resp. ternary) atom. By± we convey the fact that an atom or condition may or may
not be negated. Complete utterances in these fragments are all of the form Det N VP,
whereDet maps, moduloτ(·), into either∀ or ∃, N (recursively) intoΦl(x), the sub-
ject, andVP (recursively) intoΦr(x), the predicate [14, 17, 4]. Notice that subjects and
predicates, but for COP+REL and DL-English, express different properties (they are
non-symmetrical).Below: GROUP BY clauses are captured byPP components.
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τ(the average number of) := λPQ→N.avg(P ):(e→ N)→ Q,

τ(the number of) := λP e→N.count(P ):(e→ N)→ Q,

τ(the number of distinct) := λP e→N.countd(P ):(e→ N)→ Q.

MRs make use of a set{e, t,N,Q} of basic types. Notice that booleans ({0, 1}) are
positive integers and that as a result bag-typed expressions are implicitly polymorphic.
The gammar of ATQ-English is specified as follows. We expressGROUP BY clauses
(followed possibly by aHAVING clause) from SQL by means ofPPs that combine with
subordinate clauses. We disregard morphology and polarityissues, which can be easily
dealt with by consideringdefinite clause grammar(DCG) rules, where parsing is based
on SLD-resolution and unification [10].

Qwh →Ii Ni Sgi
? τ(Qwh):=λz̄.τ(Ii)(τ(Ni))(λi.τ(Sgi

))
Qwh →Ii Sgi

? τ(Qwh):=λz̄.τ(Ii)(λi.τ(Sgi
?))

QY/N →doesNPi VPi? τ(QY/N ):=τ(NPi)(τ(VPi))
QY/N →is NPi VPi? τ(QY/N ):=τ(NPi)(τ(VPi))

Sgi
→NPgi

VPi τ(Sgi
):=τ(NPgi

)(τ(VPi))
Ni →Adj Ni τ(Ni):=τ(Adj)(τ(Ni))
Ni →Ni RelCi PP τ(Ni):=τ(Reli)(τ(Ni))(τ(PP))

RelCi →Reli Sgi
τ(RelCi):=τ(Reli)(λi.τ(Sgi

)) VPi→is Adjτ(VPi):=τ(Adj)
VPi →VPi Crd VPi τ(VP):=τ(Crd)(τ(VPi))(τ(VPi)) VPi→is aNiτ(VPi):=τ(Ni)
VPi →TVi,j NPj τ(VPi):=τ(TVi,j)(τ(NPj)) VPi→IVi τ(VPi):=τ(IVi)
NPi →Det Ni τ(NPi):=τ(Det)(τ(Ni)) NPi→Proi τ(NPi):=τ(Proi)
PP→PP RelCi τ(PP):=τ(PP)(τ(RelCi)) NPi→Pni τ(NPi):=τ(Pni)

Notice that̄z ⊆ FV(τ(Ni))∪FV(τ(Sgi )) (this is the expedient that allows us to cap-
ture grouping variables). We say that a conditionΦ is equivalentto a HOL expression
α = λx̄.β:τ , in symbolsΦ ≡ α, whenΦ = β.

Theorem 1. ATQ-English expresses ATQs.

Proof. (⇒) We need to show that for every Wh-questionQ in ATQ-English there exists
an ATQq of the form s.t.τ(Q) ≡ q. QuestionsQ come in three kinds,(i) aggregate Wh-
questions,(ii) non-aggregate Wh-questions and(iii) (non-aggregate) Y/N-questions. To
prove this result, we prove something more general, namely that for each (recursive)N
and/orVP constituent of ATQ-English, there exists a tree-shaped condition Φ(x) s.t.
they map to, moduloτ(·), λx.Φ(x) : e → N. This we can prove by an easy induction
on VPs andNs, taking care that types, polarity and morphosyntactic features, unify.
For simplicity, we disregard gap-filler indexes. It is then easy to see that, for instance,
”which is Det N perN” maps toλxe.λnQ.n ≈ α(λye.Φ(y) ∧ Φ′(y)):e → (Q → t),
that ”doesNP VP” maps to∃xΦ(x) : t, or that ”whichN VP” maps toλxe.Φ(x):e→ N.

(⇐) We need to show that for each ATQq there exists a questionQ in ATQ-English
s.t.τ(Q) ≡ q. In order to prove this, we prove, by induction on tree-shaped conditions
Φ(x) rooted inx, that there exists either aN or a VP constituent in ATQ-English s.t.
τ(N) ≡ Φ(x) (resp.τ(VP) ≡ Φ(x)):

1. (Basis) IfΦ(x) = A(x), then it has as preimage theN A or theVP ”is aA”, while
if Φ(x) = ∃y(R(x, y)), it has as preimage theN or VP ”Rs something”.

2. (Inductive step) IfΦ(x) = Φ′(x) ∧ Φ′′(x), by IH Φ′(x) is the image of someN
or VP and similarly forΦ′′(x). Hence,Φ(x) has as preimage either ”N RelC”
(where, e.g.,RelC rewrites into theVP associated toΦ′′(x)) or ”VP andVP’”. The
argument is similar forΦ(x) = ∃yR(x, y) ∧ Φ′(y).
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Clearly then, the ATQq(x, α(x)) ← Φ(x) ∧ R(x, y) ∧ Φ′(y) (or, more precisely, its
equivalent HOL MR) will have as preimage in ATQ English the question ”which isDet
N per N’?”, whereDet is an aggregate determiner. On the other hand,q(x) ← Φ(x)
will be the image of ”what/whoVP?” andq() ← ∃xΦ(x) will be the image of ”does
anybodyVP?” or ”is anybodyVP?”. ⊓⊔

Example 2.Consider the following Wh-question:

Which is the number of students who study something, per country? (Q0)

It gives rise to thecount aggregate queryq0 of Example 1 via the parse tree from
Figure 1, which is generated by combining our grammar with the following lexicon.
Aggregate determiners express the definiteNP ”the number ofN” while the grouping
complement(aPPattachment) ”perN” expresses grouping:

– τ(which):=λRQ→(Q→t).λnQ.R(n,m):(Q→ (Q→ t))→ (Q→ t).
– τ(is):=λnQ.λmQ.n ≈ m:Q→ (Q→ t).
– τ(ǫ):=λPQ→t.P (n) : (Q→ t)→ t.
– τ(students):=λxe.Student(x):e→ N.
– τ(something):=λP e→t.∃yeP (y):(e→ N)→ t

– τ(who):=λP e→NλQe→N.λxe.(P (x)∧Q(x)):(e→ N)→ ((e→ N)→ (e→ N)).
– τ(per country):=λP e→N.λye.(P (y)∧Country(z)∧comesFrom(y, z)):(e → N) →

(e→ N).
– τ(per country):=λQe→N.λP e→Nλye.(P (y)∧Country(z)∧comesFrom(y, z)∧Q(z)):

(e→N)→((e→N)→(e→N)).
– τ(study):=λα(e→N)→N.λxe.α(λye.takesCourse(x, y)):((e→N)→N)→(e→N).

The value ofτ(·) on the whole question (afterλ-application and abstraction andβ-
normalization) is

λxe.λmQ.m≈ count(λye.Student(y) ∧ ∃ze(takesCourse(y, z))∧
comesFrom(y, x) ∧ Country(x)) : e→ (Q→ t),

i.e., the value ofτ(·) on the (root) componentQwh (see again Figure 1). Clearly,
τ(Q0) ≡ q0. ❚

Expressing Comparisons,∨, ¬ and ∀. By covering comparative (both majorative
and diminutive) and equative adjectives we can capture comparisons, i.e., the constants
θ ∈ {≤,≥, <,>,≈} of typeQ → (Q → t) over the rationalsQ (which we assume
to be totally ordered) and comparison atomst θ t′ [1]. Another way of increasing the
coverage of our CL consists in considering all the quantifiers and boolean operators
definable on conditions, viz.,∨, ∀ and¬ (disjunction is equivalent to theUNION and
UNION ALL query constructors in SQL). Thus doing we express:

1. Tree-shaped conditions with comparisons,t θ t′ (≤-ATQs).
2. Negations (with e.g. ”does not”) of tree-shaped conditions,¬Φ(x) (¬-ATQs).
3. Unions (with ”or”) of tree-shaped conditions,Φ(x) ∨ Φ′(x) (∨-ATQs).
4. Universal (with ”only”) tree-shaped conditions,∀x(R(x, y)⇒ Φ(y)) (∀-ATQs).
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Example 3.Given theAdj ”heavy”, put: (i) heavier(x, y):=∃n∃n′(hasCredits(x, n)∧
hasCredits(y,n′) ∧ n≥n′), (ii) s-heavier(x,y):=∃n∃n′(hasCredits(x,n)∧hasCredits(y,n′)
∧n > n′) and(iii) as-heavy(x, y):=∃n∃n′(hasCredits(x, n)∧ hasCredits(y, n′)∧n ≈
n′) of typee→ (e→ t), wherehasCreditsis an expression of typee→ (Q→ t). Next,
we create lexical entries for ”is heavier than”, ”is strictly heavier than” (the majoratives)
and for ”is as heavy as” (the equative), as well as entries forthe logical operations:

– τ(is heavier than):=λα(e→N)→t.λxe.α(λye.higher(x, y)):((e→N)→t)→(e→t).
– τ(is as heavy as):=λα(e→N)→t.λxe.α(λye.as-high(x, y)):((e→N)→t)→(e→t).
– τ(is strictly heavier than):=λα(e→N)→t.λxe.α(λye.s-higher(x, y)):((e→N)→t)
→(e→t).

– τ(not):=λP.¬P :(e→N)→ (e→N).
– τ(or):=λP e→N.λQe→N.λxe.(P (x) ∨Q(x)) : (e→N)→((e→N)→t)
– τ(only):=λQ.λP.∀x(P (x) ⇒ Q(x)):(e→N)→((e→N)→t).
– τ(who):=λP e→N.λxe.P (x):(e→N)→(e→N).
– τ(some):=λP e→N.λQe→N.∃xe(P (x) ∧Q(x)) : (e→N)→((e→N)→t).

Content words can be easily added as follows.TVs like ”comes from” give way to
the entryτ(comes from):=λα(e→N)→t.λxe.α(λye.comesFrom(x, y)):((e→N)→ t)→
(e→t) andNs such as ”student”, to entries such asτ(student):=λxe.Student(x):e→N.
Consider now the following controlled Wh-questions:

Which course is heavier than (strictly heavier than, as heavy as) some course? (Q1)

Who is a student who does not come from Italy? (Q2)

Who is a student or comes from some country? (Q3)

Which student studies only courses held in universities? (Q4)

They can now be successfully parsed. ATQ-English can now express simple queries
with ∀,¬,∨ andθ ∈ {≤,≥,≈, <,>}. ❚

4 Data Complexity of QA

In this section we show that adding∀, ≤ and¬ to conditions make query answer-
ing hard. The∨ operator alone, however, need not [6, 1]. Moduloτ(·), reasoning over
CLs is polynomially equivalent (in data complexity) to reasoning over their MRs [14].
In what follows, we identify CLs with their MRs (i.e., with constraints and/or formal
queries) and reason solely on these MRs.

To check whether a tuple(c, n) is a certain answer for ATQq(x, α(y)) ← Φ to an
OBDAS (O, D), in general, we(i) check whetherx is instantiated toc by a certain as-
signment and then(ii) loop over the (finitely many) certain assignments fory, updating
at each step the value ofα on the groupHc, until α returnsn. Otherwise, our proce-
dure will return a negative answer. In other words the data complexity of answering an
ATQ depends, ultimately, on that of computingSatOD(Φ) and coincides, for this reason,
with the data complexity of answering its core (i.e., with that of answering CQs over
OBDASs), whenever this data complexity is known.
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Theorem 2. Answering ATQs (and unions thereof) w.r.t. Lite-English and COP decla-
rations is inLogSpacein data complexity.

Proof. Lite-English expresses theDL-Lite ontology language [4]. It moreover, contains
COP. The result follows immediately from the data complexity of answering CQs over
DL-Lite OBDASs [6]. ⊓⊔

Theorem 3. Answering ATQs iscoNP-complete for COP+Rel and DL-English.

Proof. (Sketch) It can be shown that QA for ATQs and COP+Rel iscoNP-hard in data
complexity. On the other hand, DL-English contains COP+Reland is contained in the
two-variable fragment of FO. The same holds for the cores of ATQs. Hence, data com-
plexity is in coNP[13]. ⊓⊔

Theorem 4. Answering∀-ATQs (and unions thereof) over OBDASs(O, D) whereO
is a COP ontology iscoNP-hard in data complexity. It is incoNP for DL-English,
COP+TV, Lite-English and COP.

Proof. (Hardness.) By reduction from theNP-complete satisfiability problem for2+2
clauses(2+2-SAT), where, given a conjunctionφ := ψ1 ∧ ... ∧ ψk of k propositional
clauses of the formψi := pi1 ∨ pi2 ∨ ¬ni1 ∨ ¬ni2, we ask whether there exists a truth
assignment (ta)δ(·) s.t. δ(φ) = 1. 2+2-SAT was shown to beNP-complete by [15],
whose prove we adapt.

Encodeφ into a DBDφ as follows. Consider the predicatesP1, P2, N1 and N2,

and for eachψi, set:{(i, pi1)} ⊆ PDφ

1 , {(i, pi2)} ⊆ PDφ

2 , {(i, ni1)} ⊆ NDφ

1 and

{(i, ni2)} ⊆ NDφ

2 . Next, consider three predicatesAf andAt (unary), andVal (bi-

nary). SetO := {∀x(Af (x) ⇒ ¬At(x))} and put⊤ ∈ A
Dφ

t . Finally, consider
the following (boolean)∀-ATQ q() ← Φ whose body is defined as follows,Φ :=
∃x∃y1∃y2∃y3∃y4(P1(x, y1)∧∀z1(Val(y1, z1)⇒Af (z1))∧P2(x, y2)∧∀z2(Val(y2, z2)⇒
Af (z2))∧N1(x, y3)∧∃z2(Val(y3, z3)∧At(z3))∧N2(x, y3)∧∃z3(Val(y4, z4)∧At(z4))).
We claim that

() 6∈ cert(q,O, Dφ) iff φ is satisfiable.

(⇐) If φ is satisfiable, then there exists a taδ(·) s.t. δ(φ) = 1. Define a DBD
extendingDφ and that is a model ofO as follows. Pick av ∈ ∆ and put, for allp,
(p, v) ∈ hasValueD andv ∈ ADt iff δ(p) = 1. Clearly,D is as desired and, for allγ,
D, γ 6|= Φ, i.e.,SatD(Φ) is empty. Thus,SatODφ

(Φ) is empty and the result follows.
(⇒) If the certain answers are empty, then there exists a DBD s.t., for allγ,D, γ 6|=

Φ. Define now a tvdδ(·) from thepijs and thenijs, to{0, 1}, by putting, for all such
propositional atomsp, δ(p) = 1 iff there exists av s.t.(p, v) ∈ hasValueD andv ∈ ADt .
Clearly,δ(φ) = 1.

(Membership.) For the upper bound, we remind the reader thatthe corĕq (and body
Φ) of an ATQ q are formulas from the two variable fragment of FO, for which data
complexity is incoNP [13]. ⊓⊔

Theorem 5. Answering¬-ATQs (and unions thereof) over OBDASs(O, D) whereO
is an empty ontology iscoNP-hard in data complexity. It is incoNP for DL-English,
COP+TV, Lite-English and COP.
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Proof. (Sketch) By reduction, again from 2+2-SAT. The proof is alsoa variation of the
previous two. We putO := ∅, leaveDφ unchanged and consider the boolean query with
bodyΦ := ∃x∃y1∃y2∃y3∃y4(P1(x, y1)∧¬At(y1)∧P2(x, y2)∧¬At(y2)∧N1(x, y3)∧
At(y3) ∧N2(x, y3) ∧ At(y4)). The intuition is that a 2+2 clause propositional atomp
is true under tvdδ(·) iff p ∈ ADt holds in DBD.

For the upper bound we reason as previously, by observing that the cores̆q (and
bodiesΦ) of a¬-ATQsq are also contained in the two-variable fragment of FO. ⊓⊔

Theorem 6. Answering≤-ATQs (and unions thereof) over OBDASs(O, D) whereO
is an empty ontology iscoNP-hard in data complexity.

Proof. (Sketch) The lower bound is obtained by reduction, again, from 2+2-SAT. The
proof is a slight variation of the previous one. Notice that≤ can be used to simulate
negation.O andDφ stay unchanged, and we consider the boolean CQ of (boolean tree-
shaped body)Φ := ∃x∃y1∃y2∃y3∃y4(P1(x, y1) ∧ y1 ≤ 0 ∧ P2(x, y2) ∧ y2 ≤ 0 ∧
N1(x, y3) ∧ y3 > 0 ∧N2(x, y3) ∧ y4 > 0). The intuition is that a 2+2 clause literalp
is true under this encoding iff the (ground FO) factp > 0 is true. ⊓⊔

∨-ATQs ≤-ATQs ∀-ATQs ¬-ATQs

Lite-English in LogSpace coNP-hard coNP-complete coNP-complete
COP in LogSpace coNP-hard coNP-complete coNP-complete
COP+TV (unknown) coNP-hard coNP-hard coNP-hard
COP+TV+DTV (unknown) coNP-hard coNP-hard coNP-hard
DL-English coNP-complete coNP-hard coNP-complete coNP-complete
COP+Rel coNP-complete coNP-hard coNP-complete coNP-complete

5 Conclusions

We have proposed a class of aggregate queries, viz., tree-shaped aggregate queries
(ATQs), equipped with a certain answers semantics. ATQs canbe considered a sub-
class of the so-called epistemic aggregate queries defined in [7].

We have shown how to express ATQs in controlled English by means of the CL
ATQ-English. We analyseGROUP BY clauses as modifiers of the question’s subject
(i.e., its subjectN constituent). By using higher order logic (HOL) and, hence,(bag)
typed, intermediate semantic representations, we ensure that the translationτ(·) is com-
positional and that query answering (QA) with ATQ-English questions reduces (w.r.t.
data complexity) to QA with ATQs.

We have shown that answering ATQ-English controlled aggregate questions over
declarative CLs such as ACE-OWL and other declarative languages that overlap in ex-
pressiveness with ACE-OWL reduces to conjunctive query answering. Therefore, com-
puting aggregates does not have any significant impact on data complexity. Aggregates
by themselves are constructs that any CL interface to OBDASscan support. What does
have an impact are query conditions, alone or in combinationwith expressive ontology
languages.

We have also shown that(i) allowing for full boolean operations in the declarative
CL/ontology language and/or(ii) full boolean operations (∀,¬) and/or≤ in the inter-
rogative CL/query language, yields immediately intractability.
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